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Preface 
 
During the few years of the chess instruction practice in elementary schools we noticed 
certain flaws in the traditional introduction to chess methodology.   The general 
observation is that combined complexity of the rules of chess, rules of the piece 
movements and the concepts of the game leads to initially poor game performance.  For 
example, many students have problems in comprehending pawn / piece capture, common 
threats, piece coordination and other topics.  As a result, the novice games look very 
chaotic and many kids handle chess as a game of chance instead of game of skill.  Very 
few beginners’ games end up with the checkmate since this major concept is kind of 
blended and lost in the overall complexity of the rules and environment.  
 

The Duel Chess ™ Teaching Method 
 

The main idea of the Duel Chess ™ Teaching Method is to introduce the pieces gradually 
with the immediate proper game capabilities.  This allows utilizing kids’ natural desire and 
tendency to play the game and combines play and learning from the very beginning.  In 
addition, in the simplified environment the checkmate is introduced and practiced during 
the very first game so the game environment becomes more complex during introduction 
of the new rules and pieces but the outcome of the process is drastically different.  The 
initial position we start with is three pawns and King on each side: 
 

 
 
We explain the pawn moves, King moves, capture, pawn promotion to Queen, Queen 
moves, check and checkmate. This is sufficient for kids to start the real play on the very 
first day.  Even though the initial position is simple the play is not trivial.  The advantage 
of this concept is that the playing situation is simple enough and essence of this game is 
self evident.  This is a “Chess Duel” from which comes the name of the teaching method.   
The other advantage is that no bad habits of “random” moves typical for beginners are 
introduced so that there is not much to unlearn later. 
 
This is an endgame but a full game in itself.  The key concepts for the teacher to introduce 
are: 

• Captures and extra material 
• Blunders 
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• Passed pawns 
• Pawn promotion 
• Weak pawns 
• King activity 
• Coordination (King and pawn moves need to be coordinated) 
 

In addition several theoretical aspects should be covered: 
• Checkmate with King and Queen 
• Stalemate 
• Several positions involving extra material and how to convert it 
• Introduction to the endgame King and pawn vs. King (demonstrating the concept of 

Opposition) 
 
The next position we introduce to the mix is the following: 
 

  
 
This game is the first introduction to Strategy.  The teacher should emphasize the following 
points: 

• Multiple plans (the white King may be moved either to the King side or Queen side 
or to the center) 

• Defensive possibilities and counterplay 
• Positional advantages (centralized King) 
• Zugzwang (running out of good pawn or King moves) 

 
The theoretical aspects will be introduced including the following: 

• King and Queen vs. King and Queen (draw) 
• King and Queen vs. King and pawn (show the winning process against the pawn on 

the second rank) 
• King and Queen vs. King and rook pawn 

 
 
Introducing the pieces starts typically on the third lesson with the following Duel Chess ™ 
game: 
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The concepts to introduce include: 

• Open files and back rank checkmate 
• Equal and non-equal trades 
• Equilibrium and positional play 
• King and rook coordination 
• Extra material and passed pawns 

 
The theoretical concepts to be taught are: 

• Checkmate with King and rook vs. King 
• Lucena position (optional) 

 
Next we add knights, bishops and one more pawn: 
 

 
 
This is almost the complete set of pieces and gives students a chance to practice the new 
piece moves.  But this is still much simpler than a full initial position and gives students an 
opportunity to practice piece coordination as well as tactics (including checks, attacks, 
threats, counter attack) in simplified settings. 
 
In overall this method achieves substantially greater progress after the initial 3 – 4 lessons 
compared to the traditional approach since players learn both the tactical and strategic 
ideas of the game through play rather than the rule based instruction.  
   

 


